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Matching in observational studies is constrained by computational challenges.
To simplify the problem, users often restrict themselves to specific designs,
such as pair matching or subclassification on an estimated propensity score.
Full matching methods can be used to derive optimal matches. However, full
matching has only been defined in the case of two treatment categories, it
places unnecessary restrictions on the matched groups, and although polynomial time algorithms exist for the method, they are infeasible in large
samples. We introduce a generalization of the full matching method that allows for any number of treatments and removes the unnecessary restrictions.
We also introduce a new approximation algorithm for the method since existing algorithms cannot be used to derive generalized full matchings. The
algorithm typically performs on par with existing optimal algorithms when
they exist, and in the worst case, the maximum within-group dissimilarity
is no worse than four times the optimal solution. Despite its performance,
the algorithm runs fast with little memory use: it terminates, on average,
in linearithmic time using linear space. This enables investigators to derive
matchings with a proven level of optimality within minutes even in complex
studies with samples of several millions units.

1. Introduction
When treatment assignment is beyond the control of an investigator, direct comparisons
between treatment groups will, with few exceptions, be misleading. Almost always,
certain types of units are more likely to be treated than others. If units favored by the
assignment process are atypical with respect to the outcome under study, comparisons
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between treatment groups may capture not only causal effects of treatment but also
systematic differences between treatment groups.
Under the assumption that we have access to all covariates that are associated with
both treatment assignment and the outcome (i.e., confounders), we can correct for these
biases by equalizing, in expectation, the distributions of background characteristics between the treatment groups (Imbens and Rubin, 2015). The assumption that no relevant
variables are omitted is known as the “selection on observed variables” assumption.
A straightforward way to adjust for confounders is matching: forming groups of similar
units from the sample and weighting the units proportionally to the relative prevalence of
the treatment conditions in the groups. However, to equalize the distributions, we must
create homogeneous matched groups. This is rarely possible. Most matching methods
try, instead, to derive matched groups which make the treatment groups as similar as
possible. While this will rarely yield covariate distributions that are identical in any
particular sample, the approach could equalize any differences in expectation and, thus,
produce unbiased estimates of the causal effects under the selection on observed variables
assumption.
In this paper, we contribute to the literature on matching in two ways. First, we
introduce a generalization of full matching. Full matching, which is formally defined
in the next section, is a comparatively flexible matching method that is optimal for a
large set of common cases (Rosenbaum, 1991; Hansen, 2004). It is, however, restricted
to studies with two treatment conditions where the investigator requires no more than
one unit of each treatment condition in the matched groups. While this is adequate for
many situations, it is unsatisfactory when there are several treatments or when larger
groups are desired (e.g. heterogeneous effect estimation).1 Generalized full matching, as
introduced here, allows for more complex designs with multiple treatment and arbitrary
size restrictions.
Second, we present an efficient algorithm that can be used to derive near-optimal
generalized full matchings. This is the first polynomial-time algorithm for this problem.
It has quasilinear expected time complexity and linear space complexity. It derives
matchings quickly even in enormous samples: a sample with millions of units can be
matched within a few seconds on an ordinary laptop computer. The most widely used
algorithm for finding (traditional) full matching is optimal in the sense that it finds
the best possible matching in any given sample (Hansen and Klopfer, 2006). Its use,
however, is limited due to its computational demands: although it is a polynomial time
algorithm, it is a high order polynomial. Therefore, even in the case of traditional full
matching, our algorithm is a useful complement in larger samples, or when one needs to
make many calls to the underlying matching method (e.g., genetic matching, Diamond
and Sekhon, 2013).
In the next section, we will introduce the matching problem more in detail, motivate
why a full matching is preferable in many cases and introduce generalized full matching.
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Section 3 describes the algorithm and proves that it guarantees a certain level of performance with respect match quality, runtime, and space complexity. Section 4 provides a
simulation study, and section 5 concludes.

2. The matching problem
The simplest matching method is exact matching, where one forms strata in which the
observed confounders are equal. This method is similar to post-stratification. It will
perfectly equalize the covariate distribution between the treatment groups and, thereby,
minimize bias.2 This approach is usually impossible to implement in finite samples,
if the number of observed variables is not small. And exact matching is not possible
to implement, even asymptotically, if one must condition on one or more continuous
covariates. Thus, in general, alternative methods must be used. In most cases, the
covariate vectors that defines most observations are unique. As unique units lack exact
matches, we cannot perfectly balance the treatment groups. We could discard the unique
units and focus on those that have exact matches. However, this will often result in a
sample without any observations, and it will certainly change the estimand, even if some
exact matches are found. Generally, a more attractive solution is to use an approximate
matching method, and this class of methods is by far the most commonly used.

2.1. Approximate matching methods
An approximate matching method creates matched groups consisting of similar units
so to make the treatment groups comparable to the extent possible. In particular, the
investigator specifies a measure of match quality (i.e., a measure of how balanced the
treatment groups are) and stipulates some desired structure on the matching (e.g., that
a certain number of units must be in each group). These two components transform the
matching problem into an optimization problem: given the desired structure, we try to
find the matching with the best quality. Approximate matching methods differ mainly
along three dimensions: (1) the choice of objective function: how we measure balance
and match quality, (2) the imposed constraints: what type of matching structures we
are looking for, and (3) the algorithm used: how we derive the matching.
The typical measure of balance is a distance metric. For any two units in the sample,
a metric assigns a distance to the pair indicating how similar they are, where a greater
distance indicates less similarity. If the pairwise distances within a matched group tend
to be small, units in the group tend to be close to each other. As close units will lead to
better equalization of the covariate distributions, groups with small distance are considered to be of high quality. Common choices of such metrics are the absolute difference
in a propensity score (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) and Euclidean and Mahalanobis
distances over the covariate space (Cochran and Rubin, 1973). When a metric is chosen,
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a measure of the overall quality of the matching is achieved by aggregating within-group
distances. Examples of such aggregation functions are the maximum, sum or average
distance. In this paper, we are agnostic to the choice of metric—any distance metric can
be used. However, as detailed below, we focus on the case where within-group distances
are aggregated by their maximum.3
While the distance metric used in a matching problem is of great importance, it is
not the focus of this paper. Instead, we will discuss the structure one imposes on the
matching and how to derive such matchings. This choice is important because different structures facilitate different study designs—as discussed below. It is also important
because the choice implicitly resolves the bias-variance trade-off that is central to matching methods. In particular, in order to equalize the distributions, we only want to form
groups with units that are very similar. However, taken to its extreme (i.e., not imposing
any constraints on the matched groups), this approach will typically lead to very skewed
weights or even that large parts of the sample are discarded from the analysis. While the
very point of matching is to re-weight the sample, too much weight variation will lead
to inefficient use of the available information. In other words, allowing the weights to
vary greatly could reduce the bias of our estimator, but it could also lead to an increased
MSE. For the remainder of this section, we will discuss how the most common matching methods resolve this trade-off through their constraints on the composition of the
matched groups. Some of these methods have asymmetric constraints in the sense that
they only allow units of one of the treatment conditions to be discarded (typically the
most numerous one). Following the current literature, control units are more numerous
in our example and, thus, the only ones that are allowed to be discarded.
The archetypical matching method is nearest neighbor matching without replacement
(also called 1:1-matching). This method requires that each matched group contains
exactly one unit of each treatment condition. Units without matches—which by necessity
is of the more numerous kind—are discarded. An illustration of this method is shown
in Figure 1a.
While matching without replacement typically yields fairly high quality matches, its
use entails two disadvantages. First, as matches cannot be reused, good matches will
often run out in sparsely populated regions of the covariate space. This can be seen in
the right cluster of Figure 1a where there are two treated units but only a single control.
As the constraints only allow one of the treated units to be matched with the control,
the other is forced to seek a match in the left cluster—a match of low quality. Second,
if there are several potential matches with about the same quality, nearest neighbor
matching will only use one of them. As a consequence, large parts of the sample will
3

Some matching-like methods do not measure quality with an aggregation of distances. For example,
Entropy Balancing (Hainmueller, 2012) and other weighting methods (Zubizarreta, 2015) minimize
weight variations subject to that selected moments of the covariate distribution are equalized. Such
methods will often equalize the selected aspects of the covariates much more efficiently (i.e., with less
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(a) Nearest neighbor matching without replacement
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(b) Nearest neighbor matching with replacement
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(c) 1:2 matching without replacement
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(d) Full matching
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Figure 1: Illustration of different matching methods. The sample consists of 12 units belonging to
either of two treatment conditions. We observe two covariates, x1 and x2 , for each unit. The units
are presented as circles in the plane of the covariates as indicated by the axes. The color of the
circles indicates the corresponding units’ treatment assignment. Edges indicate matched groups, and
crossed out circles indicate discarded units. A good matching avoids long edges, as they corresponds
to low quality matches, and discarded units.
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potentially be discarded. This problem can also be seen in Figure 1a. In the left cluster,
where controls are abundant, most of them are discarded as there are not enough treated
units to match with.
Each of these two problems have two separate simple solutions. Unfortunately, each
solution exacerbates the problem it does not solve. In particular, to improve match
quality we can use nearest neighbor matching with replacement. This method does not
require the matched groups consist of exactly one treated and one control. Instead,
several treated units are allowed to be matched to the same control (i.e., it only requires
that each group consists of exactly one control). This method is illustrated in Figure 1b.
As we see, matches in the sparse cluster at the right are of much higher quality. Unlike
the previous method, both of the treated units in this cluster are allowed to be matched
with the single control unit and we, thus, avoid the low quality match. However, looking
at the left cluster, we see that even more controls will be discarded from the analysis. It
turns out that a single control unit is a very good match for both of the treated units.
All the other controls in the left cluster will, thus, be left without a match and discarded.
While with replacement matching typically leads to superior match quality, it often does
so by throwing away potentially useful matches and, thus, increasing the uncertainty of
the analysis.
We can use 1:k-matching to solve the second problem—i.e., to reduce the number of
discarded units. Instead of requiring that each treated unit is matched with one control
unit, this method requires that the unit is matched with k controls. As this increases
the demand for matches, fewer units will be unmatched. In densely populated regions,
this leads to a more efficient use of the information because fewer units are discarded.
However, in sparse regions, there is typically a shortage of good matches already with
1:1-matching. Requiring additional matches will only exacerbates this shortage and, as
a result, match quality will suffer. In fact, at the extreme where no units are discarded,
match quality is so poor that it is no better than the unmatched sample. This is
illustrated in Figure 1c. In this panel, we require that each treated unit is matched
to two controls. We, thereby, ensure that no controls are discarded from the analysis.
However, as a consequence, the treated units in the right cluster must seek even more
matches of low quality in the left cluster.
Ideally, we would like to combine the desirable properties from both of these methods.
Full matching (Rosenbaum, 1991; Hansen, 2004) does exactly this; it adapts the matching to the data. That is, it works like matching with replacement in sparse regions of
the covariate space and like 1:k-matching in denser regions. In particular, full matching
requires that each matched group must contain at least one unit from each of the two
treatment conditions and that all units must be assigned to a group.4 This restriction
admits flexibility in the composition of the matched groups, which allows the matching
to include all units without sacrificing match quality. In fact, among matchings that
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or exactly one control unit, rather than at least one of each as here. In the setting full matching was
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they lead to exactly the same matched groups. We opt for the current definition as it generalizes
nicely to the more complex designs we discuss in this paper.
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do not discard units, a full matching will yield the best match quality (Rosenbaum,
1991). Figure 1d illustrates how the sample in our example would be matched using
this method. We see that the two treated units in the left cluster divide the controls
between them so that all units belong to a matched group—similar to 1:k-matching in
that subsample. In the right cluster, however, the two treated units share the single
close-by control, i.e., the matching we would expect from matching with replacement in
this subsample.

2.2. Generalized full matching
The traditional formulation of full matching assumes a design with two treatment conditions and requires that each matched group contains at least one unit of each condition
(Rosenbaum, 1991). While most observational studies conform to this design, many do
not. In a more complex setting—for example, when there are several treatment conditions or when larger groups are needed for heterogeneous treatment effect analysis—the
traditional formulation is unsatisfactory. Generalized full matching, as rigorously defined
below, applies the idea that underlies traditional full matching to these more complex
designs. In particular, it allows for any number of treatment conditions and any number
of required units in the matched groups for each of those conditions.
To fix ideas, we will here formally define traditional and generalized full matching.
Consider a sample, U, consisting of n units indexed by 1, 2, · · · , n ∈ U. Before the study,
nature has assigned the units to one of k treatment conditions indexed by 1, 2, · · · , k. We
construct a set for each treatment condition, t1 , t2 , · · · , tk , collecting all units that belong
to the corresponding treatment groups. The treatment groups are, in turn, collected in
T = {t1 , t2 , · · · , tk }. Let T : U → {1, 2, · · · , k} be the treatment function that maps
from unit indices to the index of the treatments that the units have been assigned to.
A matched group, m, is a non-empty set of unit indices. A matching, M, is a set of
matched groups: M = {m1 , m2 , · · · }. Let M be the set of all possible matchings. Let
d : U × U → R+ be a distance metric capturing similarity between any pair of units,
where lower values indicate greater similarity. We require that d(i, j) satisfies:
1. (Non-negativity) ∀i, j ∈ U, d(i, j) ≥ 0,
2. (Self-similarity) ∀i ∈ U, d(i, i) = 0,
3. (Symmetry) ∀i, j ∈ U, d(i, j) = d(j, i),
4. (Triangle inequality) ∀i, j, ` ∈ U, d(i, j) ≤ d(i, `) + d(`, j).
All commonly-used similarity measures, such as propensity scores and Euclidean and
Mahalanobis distances, satisfies these conditions. Finally, let L : M → R be an objective
function that aggregates within-group distances.
When we restrict k = 2, a valid traditional full matching satisfies:
S
1. (Spanning) mi ∈M mi = U,
2. (Disjoint) ∀mi , mj ∈ M, mi ∩ mj = ∅,
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3. (Treatment-specific size constraints) ∀mi ∈ M, |mi ∩ t1 | ≥ 1 ∧ |mi ∩ t2 | ≥ 1.
An optimal full matching finds the M ∈ M that minimizes L(M) while satisfying all
three constraints above.
A generalized full matching allows for matching problems with any number of treatment conditions (k ≥ 2) and any size constraints. That is, for each of the k treatment
conditions, the investigator chooses a desired number of units, τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk ≥ 0, that
must be in each matched group. In addition, he or she can also choose an overall size
constraint, τA , so that the total size of each matched group (irrespectively of treatment
type) must be at least τA . Obviously, we require that τA ≥ τ1 + τ2 + · · · + τk as no
matching could satisfy the constraints otherwise. Formalized, a valid generalized full
matching satisfies:
S
1. (Spanning) mi ∈M mi = U,
2. (Disjoint) ∀mi , mj ∈ M, mi ∩ mj = ∅,
3. (Treatment-specific size constraints) ∀mi ∈ M, ∀tj ∈ T, |mi ∩ tj | ≥ τj ,
4. (Overall size constraint) ∀mi ∈ M, |mi | ≥ τA .
Similar to above, an optimal generalized full matching finds the M ∈ M that minimizes
L(M) while satisfying the constraints. That is, let Mg ⊂ M be the set of matchings
that satisfy the constraints of a generalized full matching. The optimal matching, M∗ ,
is then:
M∗ = arg min L(M).
(1)
M∈Mg

Note that if we set τ1 = τ2 = 1 and τA = 2 when k = 2, generalized full matchings is
equivalent to traditional full matching.

3. Deriving generalized full matchings
In this section, we will present a computationally efficient algorithm that constructs
near-optimal generalized full matchings. It is a generalization of the blocking algorithm
described in Higgins et al. (2016). Blocking is an experimental design where similar
units are grouped together into blocks and treatment is assigned within the blocks. In
many ways, matching and blocking are similar in that they try to balance covariate
distributions. From a design perspective, the main difference is that blocking tries to
prevent imbalances ex ante, while matching tries to correct them ex post. From an
algorithmic perspective, the main difference is that units are qualitatively identical in a
blocking setting as treatment is not yet assigned, while units have different treatment
statuses in the matching case. Using a blocking algorithm for matching would, therefore,
ignore treatment statuses. As a result, matched groups may not contain the required
number of treatment conditions and, thus, perform poorly.
As mentioned in the previous section, the presented algorithm can be used with any
distance metric. It does, however, require that a bottleneck function is used to aggregate
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the distances. That is, the optimal matching is the one that minimizes the maximum
within-group distance. We will focus on two bottleneck functions:
L1 (M) = max{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m},

(2)

L2 (M) = max{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}.

(3)

The first of these is the maximum distance between any two units belonging to the
same group. The second is the maximum distance between any two units with different
treatment conditions in a common group. Typically, we want all units, irrespective of
treatment, to be similar within a group. The primary focus of this paper is, therefore,
on the first objective. The first objective also bounds the second function:
∀M ∈ Mg , L2 (M) ≤ L1 (M).

(4)

However, the typical objective function used in traditional full matching is a (weighted)
mean of within-group distances between units with different treatment conditions (see,
e.g., Rosenbaum, 1991; Hansen, 2004). The second objective is, thus, closer to the
previous literature. Furthermore, as L2 is bounded by L1 , it will provide a tighter
optimality bound. For these reasons, we will investigate L2 in a supplementary analysis.
The description of the algorithm and its proofs relies heavily on graph theory. Refer
to Appendix A for a brief overview of the concepts and terminology used in the follow
exposition. The most central concepts are, however, defined in detail below.
Definition 1. A closed neighborhood of vertex i in a digraph G = (V, E) is a set of
vertices, N[i], collecting i itself and all vertices j ∈ V for which there exists an arc from
i to j:
N[i] = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E} ∪ i.
(5)
Definition 2. A IJ-digraph, G(I, J), has arcs drawn from all vertices in I to all vertices
in J. That is:
EIJ = {(i, j) : i ∈ I ∧ j ∈ J},
(6)
where EIJ is the arc set of G(I, J). Self-loops (i.e., arcs from i to i) will be drawn for all
vertices i ∈ I ∩ J.
Definition 3. A κ-nearest neighbor digraph of G = (V, E) using metric d(i, j) is a
spanning subgraph of G where an arc (i, j) ∈ E is in the nearest neighbor digraph if
j is one of the κ closest vertices to i among all its outward-pointing arcs. That is, for
each i ∈ V , sort (i, j) ∈ E by d(i, j) and keep the κ smallest items. If ties exist, so that
d(i, j1 ) = d(i, j2 ) for some i, give priority to self-loops. A κ-nearest neighbor graph of G
is denoted NN(κ, G).

3.1. The generalized full matching algorithm
For a sample U, treatment-specific size constraints τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk , overall size constraint
τA and distance metric d(i, j), the algorithm constructs a matching as follows:
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1. Construct the union of the τx -nearest neighbor graph of the Utx -digraph for each
treatment condition x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}:
Gtcc = NN(τ1 , G(U, t1 )) ∪ NN(τ2 , G(U, t2 )) ∪ · · · ∪ NN(τk , G(U, tk )).

(7)

2. Let e = τA − τ1 − τ2 − · · · − τk be the number of units needed in the matched group
in excess of the treatment-specific constraints to satisfy the overall size constraint.
Construct a digraph, Gecc , by drawing an arc from i to each of its e nearest
neighbors (of any treatment status) given that such an arc does not exist in Gtcc :
Gecc = NN(e, G(U, U) − Gtcc ),

(8)

where G(U, U) is the complete digraph over U and the graph difference, G(U, U)−
Gtcc , removes all arcs in G(U, U) that exists in Gtcc .
The union of these graphs, Gcc = Gtcc ∪ Gecc , is referred to as the constraint
compatible nearest neighbor digraph. When e = 0, we simply have Gcc = Gtcc .
3. Find a set of vertices, S ⊂ U, so that their closed neighborhoods in Gcc are nonoverlapping and adding any additional vertex to S would create some overlap.
That is, S fulfills:
• (Independence) ∀i, j ∈ S, N[i] ∩ N[j] = ∅.
• (Maximality) ∀j 6∈ S, ∃i ∈ S, N[i] ∩ N[j] 6= ∅.
We refer to the vertices in S as seeds.
4. Assign a unique label to each seed. For each seed, assign its label to all vertices
in its neighborhood in Gcc . We refer to vertices that are labeled in this step as
labeled vertices.
5. For vertices without labels at this point, assign them the same label as any labeled
vertex in their closed neighborhoods in Gcc .
When the algorithm terminates, each vertex will be assigned a label. Vertices that share
the same label form a matched group. The collection of labels thus forms a matching.
Let Malg denote this matching. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the algorithm.
In the following subsections, we will prove that Malg is a valid, near-optimal generalized full matching and that the algorithm terminates in polynomial time with linear
memory use.

3.2. Validity
Before proving validity, we must prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4. The closed neighborhood of each vertex in the constraint compatible nearest
neighbor digraph satisfies the treatment-specific and overall size constraints:
∀i ∈ V, ∀tj ∈ T, | N[i] ∩ tj | ≥ τj ,
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and

∀i ∈ V, | N[i]| ≥ τA .

(9)

A

B

C
Figure 2: Illustration of the generalized full matching algorithm. The sample consists of 14 units
divided between three treatment conditions. We require that each matched group contains at least
one unit of each treatment condition and at least three units in total. The distance metric is the
Euclidean distance based on two covariates. (A) The units are presented as circles on a plane where
the axes correspond to the two covariates. Distances on this plane, thus, correspond to the Euclidean
metric. The treatment conditions are indicated by the units’ color and pattern. (B) One of the
building blocks of Gcc is shown, namely the nearest neighbor digraph between the whole sample and
the patterned units, i.e., NN(1, G(U, )) (see Definition 2 and 3). (C) The constraint compatible
nearest neighbor digraph, Gcc , is created (see Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm). Note that all vertices
in this graph are pointing to one vertex of each treatment condition and that there exists no other
graph with shorter arcs that satisfy this condition.
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Figure 2 (cont.): (D) A set of seeds is found (see Step 3). Seeds are indicated with a diamond
shape enclosed in their circles. The arcs pointing out from the seeds are highlighted. Note that no
two seeds are pointing to a common unit. Furthermore, if any other unit would be added to the
set of seeds, the added seed would be pointing to unit which another seed is already pointing to.
Each seed and its neighbors are given a unique label as indicated by the numbers. (E) Some units
are still unlabeled. Each such unit is assigned a label that is represented in its neighborhood. All
outward-pointing arcs from unlabeled units are kept in this panel. Note that all units point to at least
one labeled unit as shown in Lemma 5. (F) The algorithm has terminated. Each unit has a label at
this point. Matched groups, as indicated by the enclosed groups of units, are formed by units sharing
the same label.
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Proof. This follows directly from the construction of the constraint compatible nearest
neighbor digraph. For each treatment-specific size constraint, the first step of the algorithm ensures that each vertex has that many arcs pointing to units assigned to the
corresponding treatment condition. Similarly, if τA > τ1 + τ2 + · · · + τk , the second step
draws additional arcs so that each vertex has τA outward-pointing arcs in total.
Lemma 5. Each vertex will have at least one labeled vertex in its neighborhood in Gcc .
Proof. By definition, all vertices in a neighborhood of a seed are labeled. That is, ` is a
labeled vertex if and only if ∃i ∈ S, ` ∈ N[i].
Assume the negation of the lemma, i.e., that some vertex i does not have a labeled
vertex in its neighborhood:
∀` ∈ N[i], @j ∈ S, ` ∈ N[j].

(10)

It follows directly that i cannot be a seed as all vertices in its neighborhood would
otherwise be labeled by definition. Note that (10) entails that i’s neighborhood does not
have any overlap with any seed’s neighborhood:
∀j ∈ S, N[i] ∩ N[j] = ∅,

(11)

However, as this violates the maximality condition in the definition of a valid set of seeds
(Step 3), a vertex such as i is not possible.
Theorem 6. Malg is a valid generalized full matching.
Proof. We must show that Malg satisfies the four conditions of a generalized full matching described in section 2.2.
Step 5 of the algorithm ensures that Malg is spanning. At this step, any vertex
that lacks a label will be assigned the same label as one of the labeled vertices in its
neighborhood. Lemma 5 ensures that a labeled vertex always exists in the neighborhood.
To prove that Malg is disjoint, we must show that no vertex is assigned more than one
label. Vertices are only assigned labels in either Step 4 or 5, but never in both. Step 3
ensures that the neighborhoods of the seeds are non-overlapping. Thus vertices will be
assigned at most one label in Step 4. In Step 5, vertices are explicitly assigned only one
label even if several labels could be represented in a vertex’s neighborhood.
The two last conditions are ensured by Lemma 4. Step 4 ensures that each matched
group is a superset of a seed’s neighborhood. From Lemma 4, we have that this neighborhood will satisfy the treatment-specific and overall size constraints, thus so will the
matched groups.

3.3. Complexity
The intricate part of the algorithm is the construction of the constraint compatible
nearest neighbor digraph (i.e., the first two steps). We focus on this subroutine before
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attending to the algorithm as a whole. We assume that the number of treatment conditions (k) and the size constraints are fixed throughout this proof (i.e., that they do not
grow with the sample size).5
Lemma 7. A constraint compatible nearest neighbor digraph can be constructed in polynomial time using linear memory.
Proof. In the first step of the algorithm, we construct Gtcc as the union of NN(τx , G(U, tx ))
for each treatment condition x. The operands of this union can be constructed simply by
a nearest neighbor search for each treatment condition. With a naive implementation,
such search can be done sequentially for each i ∈ U by sorting the set {d(i, j) : j ∈ tx }
and drawing an arc from i to the first τx elements in the sorted set. When using standard
sorting algorithms, this has a time complexity of O(n|tx | log |tx |) and a space complexity of O(τx n) (Knuth, 1998). Note that |tx | < n for all treatments, so O(n2 log n) also
provides a bound. The union can be performed in linear time with respect to the total number of arcs, O[(τ1 + τ2 + · · · + τk )n]. As each NN(τx , G(U, tx )) can be derived
sequentially and the size constraints are fixed, the Gtcc digraph can be constructed in
O(n2 log n) time.
In the second step, the Gscc digraph can be constructed in a similar fashion. For each
i ∈ U, sort the set {d(i, j) : j ∈ U ∧ (i, j) 6∈ Etcc } and draw an arc from i to the first
e = τA − τ1 − τ2 − · · · − τk elements in that set. Like above, this has a complexity
of O(n2 log n). Finally, the union between Gtcc and Gscc can be constructed in linear
time in the total number of arcs. As the number of arcs per vertex is fixed at τA , the
union is completed in O(n) time. The steps are sequential so the total complexity is
O(n2 log n).
Remark 8. For many distance metrics, standard sorting algorithms are inefficient. Storing the data points in a structure made for the purpose, such as a kd- or bd-tree, typically
leads to large improvements (Friedman et al., 1977). The nearest neighbor searches can
then be completed with an average complexity of O(n log n), without changing the memory complexity. However, this approach typically requires a preprocessing step to build
the search structure. In the proof of Lemma 7, the search set is unique for each vertex
when Gscc is constructed. We can, therefore, not use these specialized algorithms if
we construct Gscc in the way suggested there. However, its construction can easily be
transformed into a problem with a fixed search set. Note that:
NN(e, G(U, U) − Gtcc ) = NN(e, NN(τA , G(U, U)) − Gtcc ).

(12)

That is, finding the e nearest neighbors not already connected in Gtcc is the same as
finding the e nearest neighbors not already connected in Gtcc among the τA nearest
neighbors in the complete graph. The first nearest neighbor search, NN(τA , G(U, U)),
has a fixed search set and can thus be completed in O(n log n). The second nearest
5

The algorithm is still polynomial if we assume that the treatment conditions and size constraints grow
proportionally with n. However, as this rarely is the case in observational studies, we opt for the
current set-up as it simplifies the derivations.
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neighbor search involves sorting at most τA elements for each vertex, which is done in
constant time as τA is fixed.
Remark 8 implies that all time-consuming nearest neighbor searches can be made
more efficient if the chosen metric allows for these specialized search algorithms. Thus,
Gcc can often be constructed in O(n log n) time.
Theorem 9. The algorithm terminates in polynomial time using linear memory.
Proof. The algorithm runs sequentially. The first and second step can be completed
in O(n2 log n) worst case time as shown in Lemma 7, or, in many cases, in O(n log n)
average time as discussed in Remark 8.
The set of seeds can be constructed sequentially by marking seeds and their neighbors
as they are selected. Any vertex whose neighborhood does not contain any marked
vertices can be a valid seed, and any vertex that is adjacent to marked vertices can
never become a seed. Thus, iterating over the vertices in any order and greedily picking
seeds will yield a valid set of seeds. As the size of each seed’s neighborhood is fixed at
τA , this step is completed in O(n) time.
In Step 4, labels can be assigned by iterating over the seeds’ neighbors in Gcc once
more. Finally, assigning unlabeled vertices a label in the last step can be done by iterating over their neighborhoods. Thus, both step 4 and 5 require O(n) time to complete.
Remark 10. The set of seeds is not unique. While near-optimality holds for any set of
seeds, the exact performance of the matching depends on which seeds are selected. A
valid set of seeds are equivalent to a maximal independent set in the graph described
by the adjacency matrix AA0 + A + A0 where A is the adjacency matrix of Gcc . Thus,
a heuristic improvement is to derive a larger maximal independent set in that graph to
use as seeds.

3.4. Optimality
Lemma 11. If the distance between any two vertices connected by an arc in Gcc is
bounded by some λ, the maximum within-group distance in Malg is bounded by 4λ:
∀(i, j) ∈ Ecc , d(i, j) ≤ λ ⇒ max{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ Malg , i, j ∈ m} ≤ 4λ.

(13)

Proof. First consider the distance from any vertex i to the seed, j, in its matched
group. If i is a labeled vertex (i.e., assigned a label in Step 4 of the algorithm), we
have (j, i) ∈ Ecc by construction as i is in the neighborhood of j. By assumption, d(j, i)
is bounded by λ. Due to the symmetry property of distance metrics, this also bounds
d(i, j). If i is not a labeled vertex (i.e., assigned a label in Step 5), it will be adjacent in
Gcc to a labeled vertex, `, in its matched group as implied by Lemma 5. The distance
between i and ` is bounded by λ as (i, `) ∈ Ecc . Due to the triangle inequality of metrics,
the distance between i and the seed is at most 2λ as we have (j, `) ∈ Ecc .
Now consider any two vertices assigned to the same matched group. We have shown
that the distance from each of these to their seed is at most 2λ. By applying the
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triangle inequality once more, we bound the distance between the two non-seed vertices
by 4λ.
Lemma 12. The constraint compatible nearest neighbor digraph, Gcc , is the digraph
with the smallest sum of arc weights such that each vertex’s closed neighborhood contains
τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk vertices of each treatment condition and τA vertices in total.
Proof. The algorithm constructs Gcc by drawing an arc from each vertex to its τx closest vertices for each treatment condition x and to its e = τA − τ1 − · · · − τk closest
vertices of any treatment for the overall size constraint. Lemma 4 shows that each vertex’s neighborhood in this graph satisfies the size constraints. As its neighborhood, by
construction, consists of the vertices that are closest, the sum of d(i, j) over the vertex’s outward-pointing arcs is minimized given that the neighborhood satisfies the size
constraints. This holds true for each vertex separately.
Due that Gcc has directed edges (i.e., arcs), it is asymmetric in the sense that if i is
in j’s neighborhood, j is not necessarily in i’s neighborhood. Thus, whether a vertex’s
neighborhood satisfies the constraints is independent of whether other neighborhoods
do so. The smallest such digraph is, therefore, created by minimize the sum in each
neighborhood separately.
Recall the two objective functions:
L1 (M) = max{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m},

(14)

L2 (M) = max{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}.

(15)

Let M∗1 and M∗2 be the optimal generalized full matching for each function, i.e.:
M∗1 = arg min L1 (M),

(16)

M∗2 = arg min L2 (M).

(17)

M∈Mg

M∈Mg

Lemma 13. The distance between any two vertices connected by an arc in Gcc is less
or equal to L1 (M∗1 ):
∀(i, j) ∈ Ecc , d(i, j) ≤ L1 (M∗1 ).
(18)
+ be the maximum weight of an arc in E :
Proof. Let wcc
cc
+
wcc
= max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc }.

(19)

b ) be the graph that contains all arcs between units of a distance
Further, let Bcc = (U, Ecc
+:
strictly less than wcc
b
+
Ecc
= {(i, j) : d(i, j) < wcc
}.
(20)

By Lemma 12, we know that Bcc must contain a vertex whose neighborhood does not
satisfy the size constraints. If no such vertex did exist, a constraint compatible nearest
neighbor digraph with a smaller arc sum than Gcc exists as a subgraph of Bcc which
contradicts Lemma 12.
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b ) be the graph that contains all arcs between units of a distance
Let Bop1 = (U, Eop1
weakly less than L1 (M∗1 ):
b
Eop1
= {(i, j) : d(i, j) ≤ L1 (M∗1 )}.

(21)

By definition, all within-group distances are less or equal to L1 (M∗1 ) in the optimal
matching. It follows that arcs are drawn in Bop1 between each vertex and all the vertices
in its matched group. As each group satisfies the size constraints, so will each vertex’s
neighborhood.
+ > L (M∗ ). From this, it follows that
Consider the negation of the lemma: wcc
1
1
b
b
Eop1 ⊂ Ecc . As at least one vertex’s neighborhood does not satisfy the size constraint
in Bcc , that must be the case in Bop1 as well. This, however, implies that M∗1 is not a
valid generalized full matching and, thus, contradicts optimality.
Corollary 14. By Lemma 11 and 13, the maximum within-group distance of Malg is
bounded by 4L1 (M∗1 ).
Lemma 15. When all treatment-specific constraints are less or equal to one and the
overall size constraint is the sum of the treatment-specific constraints, the distance between any two vertices connected by an arc in Gcc is less or equal to L2 (M∗2 ):
τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk ≤ 1 ∧ τA =

k
X

τx ⇒ ∀(i, j) ∈ Ecc , d(i, j) ≤ L2 (M∗2 ).

(22)

x=1

Proof. Note that:
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc } = max{max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) = T (j)},
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}}.
+
Let wtc
be the maximum weight of an arc connecting two units with different treatment
conditions in Gcc :
+
wtc
= max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}.

(23)

b ) be a graph that contains all arcs between units for which either the
Let Btc = (U, Etc
+
distance between the units is strictly less than wtc
or the units have the same treatment
condition:
+
b
Etc
= {(i, j) : d(i, j) < wtc
} ∪ {(i, j) : T (i) = T (j)}.
(24)

Following the same logic as in the proof of Lemma 13, there must exists at least one
vertex i whose neighborhood in Btc does not satisfies all the treatment-specific size
constraints:
∃i ∈ U, ∃x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}, N[i] ∩ tx < τx .
(25)
b ) be a graph that contains all arcs between units for which either
Let Bop2 = (U, Eop2
the distance is strictly less than L2 (M∗2 ) or the units have the same treatment condition:
b
Eop2
= {(i, j) : d(i, j) ≤ L2 (M∗2 )} ∪ {(i, j) : T (i) = T (j)}.
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(26)

Similar to above, Bop2 contains an arc between all units in a common matched group.
As each group satisfies the size constraints, so will each vertex’s neighborhood in Bop2 .
+
b ⊂ E b as:
If wtc
> L2 (M∗2 ), it follows that Eop2
tc
+
{(i, j) : d(i, j) ≤ L2 (M∗2 )} ⊂ {(i, j) : d(i, j) < wtc
}.

(27)

However, since at least one vertex in Btc has a neighborhood that does not satisfies the
matching constraints, so must be the case in its subset Bop2 . This would imply that M∗2
is not a valid generalized full matching. As this is contrary to fact, we conclude that
+
wtc
≤ L2 (M∗2 ).
Finally, consider the maximum weight of an arc in Gcc between units of the same
treatment condition:
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) = T (j)}.
(28)
Pk
As τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk ≤ 1 ∧ τA = x=1 τx , each unit will have at most one arc pointing to
units of each treatment condition. By construction, this arc will point to the closest
vertex of the corresponding treatment. Consider arcs where the tail and head have
the same treatment condition: {(i, j) ∈ Ecc : T (i) = T (j)}. The self-similarity and nonnegativity properties of distance metrics implies that the closest unit to any unit is itself,
thus, under the current size constraints, any arc between units of the same treatment
condition must be a self-loop. By definition, self-loops have a weight of d(i, i) = 0. It
follows:
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) = T (j)} = max{d(i, i) : (i, i) ∈ Ecc } = 0.

(29)

Taken together, we have:
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc } = max{max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) = T (j)},
max{d(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ Ecc ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}}.
+
= max{0, wtc
}
+
= wtc
≤ L2 (M∗2 ).

Corollary 16. By Lemma 11 and 15, when all treatment-specific constraints are less
or equal to one and the overall size constraint is the sum of the treatment-specific constraints, all within-group distance of Malg is bounded by 4L2 (M∗2 ).

4. Simulation study
In this section, we present the results from a small simulation study on the performance
of the presented algorithm compared to traditional full matching. We focus on a simple
setting where the units’ covariates are distributed uniformly on a plane:
x1 , x2 ∼ U(−1, 1).
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Figure 3: The conditional probability function of treatment (i.e., the propensity score) and the
conditional expectation function of the outcome given the two dimensional covariates that are used
in the simulations.

There are two treatment conditions, t ∈ {0, 1}, which are assigned at random based on
a propensity score that maps from the covariates to treatment probabilities:


(x1 + 1)2 + (x2 + 1)2 − 4
.
(31)
Pr(t = 1|x1 , x2 ) = logistic
2
Units with higher values on their covariates are thus more likely to be treated. The
propensity score ranges from about 12% at (−1, −1) to about 88% at (1,1). The unconditional treatment probability is 33%. The propensity score was chosen to reflect a
somewhat typical setting for observational studies while maintaining a reasonable overlap
between the treated and controls. The outcome is given by:
y|x1 , x2 ∼ (x1 − 1)2 + (x2 − 1)2 + ε,

(32)

where ε is standard normal. The expected outcome reaches its minimum at (1, 1).
Treated units, thus, tend to have lower outcomes than controls. Note that the outcome
does not depend on treatment: the treatment effect is zero. The propensity score and
the conditional expectation function of the outcome are illustrated in Figure 3.
Finally, we will use the usual ATT difference-in-means estimator to estimate treatment
effects. That is, we derive the mean difference of the outcome between the two treatments
within each matched group and then averaged this over all groups weighted by the
number of treated units they contain:
P
P
 P

X 
T (i)
i∈m T (i)y
i∈m (1 − T (i))y
Pi∈m
P
P
−
(33)
n
i=1 T (i)
i∈m T (i)
i∈m (1 − T (i))
m∈M
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Figure 4: Runtime in minutes by algorithm for generalized full matching (scclust) and traditional
full matching (optmatch). Marker symbols are actual simulation results, and connecting lines are
interpolations. Results are presented with different scales due to the large differences in performance.
Results are presented for both algorithms for sample sizes up to 40,000 units (A) while results for
sample sizes up to 100 million units are only shown for generalized full matching (B).

To derive generalized full matchings we use the Rscclust R package that wraps the
scclust C library.6 To derive traditional full matchings we use the optmatch R package
(Hansen and Klopfer, 2006). In both cases we use the Euclidean distance metric as
similarity measure. All simulations were done on the SAVIO cluster at UC Berkeley.
Each simulation round was assigned a single CPU core, largely reflecting the performance
of a modern computer.

4.1. Run time and memory
We let both algorithms match 100 randomly generated samples from the model presented
above with sample sizes between 100 and 100 million units. Figure 4 shows the average
runtime by sample size for each algorithm. Refer to Appendix B for a table presenting
the results in more detail. Samples with up till 40,000 units are presented in the left
panel of the figure. We see that traditional full matching runs quite fast. For all sample
sizes, it terminates within 15 minutes—a time most investigators would be prepared to
wait. It is, however, considerably slower than generalized full matching which terminates
virtually instantly. For the larger samples, as presented in the right panel, no results are
presented for traditional full matching as the algorithm never terminated successfully
due to excessive memory use. Generalized full matching, however, still performs well.
Its runtime grows slowly and close to a linear rate in the sample size. With a sample of
100 million units, it terminates within 15 minutes on average.
Figure 5 presents the average memory use for the two algorithms. The main disadvantage with the traditional algorithm is apparent here: it requires large amount of
memory even for moderate sample sizes. Its memory use exceeds 10 gigabytes already
6

Development versions of this package are available by request from the authors.
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Figure 5: Memory use in gigabytes by algorithm for generalized full matching (scclust) and traditional full matching (optmatch). Marker symbols are actual simulation results, and connecting
lines are interpolations. Results are presented with different scales due to the large differences in
performance. Results are presented for both algorithms for sample sizes up to 40,000 units (A) while
results for sample sizes up to 100 million units are only shown for generalized full matching (B).

at 20,000 units. At 40,000 units it requires almost 48 gigabytes. Turning to generalized
full matching, we see that memory use is virtually zero at the smaller sample sizes. For
larger samples, its memory use becomes more noticeable. However, it increases at a
slow, linear rate. At 60 million units, it uses 10 gigabytes of memory on average. At
100 million units, it requires just slightly more than 16 gigabytes. Thus, using the generalized full matching algorithm, an ordinary laptop computer is able to match samples
up till about 20 million units. It should be feasible to match samples up till 100 million
units on a modern workstation.

4.2. Distances and balance
Both traditional and generalized full matching constructs matchings so to minimize
within-group distances. However, their objective functions differ as they aggregate distances differently. For this reason, we will investigate a range of aggregation functions.
Table 1 presents the results for the two algorithms on four different functions for samples with one and ten thousand units. As distances have no natural scale, we normalize
the results by the result for traditional full matching. The first row, labeled “Mean
TC-dist,” is the mean within-group distance between treated and control units in the
matched groups:
mean{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m ∧ T (i) 6= T (j)}

(34)

This is the aggregation function used by traditional full matching. We see that the two
algorithms performs virtually identical on this measure.7
7

While there exists an optimal algorithm for traditional full matching, the implementation of the
algorithm in the optmatch package is not optimal as the distances are rounded (see the documentation
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Table 1: Aggregated within-group distances for Full Matching (FM) and
Generalized Full Matching (GFM).

1,000 units

10,000 units

FM

GFM

FM

GFM

Mean TC-dist

1.000

0.999

1.000

1.000

Mean Dist

1.000

0.987

1.000

0.987

Max TC-dist

1.000

1.013

1.000

1.009

Max Dist

1.000

1.002

1.000

1.001

Notes: Each row presents the within-group distances aggregated
by different functions. The first row uses the mean distance
between treated units and controls, while the second uses the
mean between all units. The two last rows examine the maximum
distance. Columns indicate different sample sizes and matching
methods. Each measure is based on 2,500 simulation rounds.

The next row (“Mean Dist”) is the mean within-group distance between units of any
treatment condition:
mean{d(i, j) : ∃m ∈ M, i, j ∈ m}
(35)
Neither traditional nor generalized full matching use this aggregation function as their
objective. However, as it is a good indicator of overall match quality, it is still of interest.
Again, the algorithms perform more or less identically on this measure. Generalized full
matching has a slight edge with around 1% shorter distances on average.
The last two rows (“Max TC-dist” and “Max Dist”) present the results when distances
are aggregated by their maximum, i.e., when L1 (M) and L2 (M) are used. Once more,
performance is close to identical. The only noticeable difference is when focus is restricted
to distances between treated and control units where traditional full matching has around
1% shorter distances.
We continue by examining covariate balance. In particular, Table 2 presents the
absolute mean difference between the treatment groups on the first two moments of
the covariate distribution. The balance measure is weighted in the same way as the
estimator, i.e., by the number of treated units in each group. In practice, the measure
is derived by using the treatment effect estimator with the covariate as outcome. We,
again, normalize by full matching as the scaling is arbitrary.
The results are fairly consistent over all moments. Both traditional and generalized
full matching lead to large improvements compared to no matching. This is especially
the case in the larger sample as better matches can be made when the covariate space is
more densely populated. Generalized full matching has a slight edge over the traditional
approach on all moments. The differences are, however, very small compared to no
matching.
on the tol parameter). This explains why generalized full matching produces a lower average distance
than the traditional approach. In these simulations, we used the default setting on the tol parameter.
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Table 2: Covariate balance for No Matching (NM), Full Matching (FM) and
Generalized Full Matching (GFM).

1,000 units

10,000 units

NM

FM

GFM

NM

FM

GFM

x1

53.08

1.00

0.72

498.90

1.00

0.71

x2

52.56

1.00

0.72

495.90

1.00

0.70

x21

8.97

1.00

0.81

78.72

1.00

0.77

x22

8.51

1.00

0.81

79.74

1.00

0.76

x1 x2

8.02

1.00

0.89

60.08

1.00

0.91

Notes: Each row present the balance on a specific moment of the covariate
distribution. Columns indicate different sample sizes and matching methods.
Each measure is based on 2,500 simulation rounds.

These results, and especially the comparison with no matching, depends on which
model we use to generate the data. If, for example, the propensity score is constant,
matching would only correct slight sampling variations and, thus, only lead to minor
improvements compared to no matching. While we do not claim that the current model
is representative of observational studies in general, we expect the qualitative conclusions
to hold in most settings.

4.3. Bias and variance
The final aspect we will investigate is the treatment effect estimator’s bias and variance.
This exercise is even more sensitive to the exact specification of the data generating
process. For this reason, it should be seen as illustrative, rather than representative,
of the performance in other samples. The results are presented in Table 3. The first
row presents the absolute bias of the two matching methods and when no matching is
done. The measure is normalized by traditional full matching as the scaling is arbitrary.
Mirroring the result on covariate balance, both of the investigated matching methods
lead to large improvements. For a sample with one thousand units, the bias with either
matching approach is around 1% of the bias when no matching is done. With ten
thousand units, this decreases to only a fraction of a percent. Both methods are effective
in controlling confounding.
The second row presents the estimator’s standard error. It is ex ante unclear how
matching will affect this measure. On the one hand, as the covariate distribution is
equalized between the treatment groups, we expect the variance of the estimator to decrease to the degree that the covariates are predictive of the outcome. On the other
hand, as matching assigns unequal weights to the units (which, at times, varies considerably), the information in the sample is used less effectively. Depending on the data
generating process and the exact method, variance might both increase and decrease
with matching. However, as discussed in Section 2.1, full matching tends to lead to less
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Table 3: Bias and standard error for No Matching (NM), Full Matching (FM) and Generalized Full Matching (GFM).

1,000 units

10,000 units

NM

FM

GFM

NM

FM

GFM

80.23

1.000

0.737

6296.50

1.000

1.268

Normalized SE

1.48

1.000

1.027

1.43

1.000

1.041

Bias / SE

8.83

0.163

0.117

28.68

0.006

0.008

Normalized Bias

Notes: Each row present the result on a separate measure on estimator performance. The first row
is the absolute value of the bias normalized by the bias of full matching (FM). The second row is
the standard error of the estimator, again, normalized by full matching. The third row presents the
ratio of the absolute value of the bias and the standard error (without normalization). Columns
indicate different sample sizes and matching methods. Each measure is based on 2,500 simulation
rounds.

weight variation than other matching methods and, thus, be less affected by the second
factor. In the current setting, matching reduces the standard error with about a third.
Traditional full matching produces slightly less variation than the generalized version.
The final measure is the ratio between bias and the standard error. This measure
is not normalized as it is scale-free. As the bias is not captured by common variance
estimators, this measure should ideally be close to zero and decreasing in the sample
size. Both matching approaches follow this pattern. The bias is around 15% of the
standard error with a sample of one thousand units and less than 1% with ten thousand
units. However, if no matching is done, the opposite holds true. In the smaller sample,
the bias is almost nine times as large as the standard error, and this grows to almost 29
times as large in the larger sample. This is a consequence of that the bias largely remain
constant as the sample grows when no matching is done while the standard error still
approaches zero.

5. Concluding remarks
Matching has a central place in the causal investigator’s toolkit. However, it has not
always been possible to use the method to its fullest potential. In particular, algorithms
with guaranteed optimality properties have limited scope and require vast computational resources; they are rarely useful when designs are complex or samples are large.
Investigators have, therefore, been forced to use inferior methods to construct their
matchings—either by simplifying the problem by allowing for a less than ideal matching
structure, or by using ad hoc procedures such as greedy matching.
In this paper, we have sought to remedy this situation. We have introduced a new
matching method, generalized full matching, that is applicable to a large number of
complex designs. As indicated by its name, this method generalizes the idea behind
full matching: they both impose few constraints other than that the whole sample must
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be matched. This admits great flexibility when constructing matches which leads to
improved match quality without the need to discard large parts of the sample. However,
unlike full matching, our method is not restricted to one particular design. In particular,
it can accommodate any number of treatment conditions and any size constraints over
those conditions. With previous methods, studies with such designs were forced to solve
several matching problems and merge the resulting matchings in a post-processing step.
Besides being tiring and error-prone, this approach rarely maintains optimality of the
matching even if the underlying methods are optimal with respect to each separate
matching problem. Generalized full matching allows the investigator to construct a
single matching that directly corresponds to the desired design.
A new matching method is, however, of little use without a way to construct such
matchings. Our main contribution is an algorithm that derives near-optimal generalized
full matching quickly. It is proved that the maximum dissimilarity between two units in a
matched group is at most four times as large as the maximum dissimilarity in the optimal
matching. This bound is likely conservative—we expect the typical performance to be
much closer to the optimal. For example, in the simulation study, our algorithm performs
on par with a full matching algorithm that is optimal net of distance rounding. However,
even if the algorithm tends to be close to the optimum heuristically, the bound is an
important assurance. Unlike heuristic matching methods, we know that this algorithm
never will construct catastrophically bad matchings. We, thereby, avoid the misleading
results that could occur otherwise.
The main strength of the presented algorithm is, however, its frugal use of computational resources. As data sets grow in size across most disciplines, so does the demand
for computationally efficient methods to analyze them. Sample sizes that was unheard
of only few decades ago, are today commonplace. While vast amounts of data solve some
pressing problems, it does not automatically solve the fundamental problem of causal
inference (Holland, 1986; Titiunik, 2015); confounding is a pressing issue no matter the
sample size. In fact, standard errors are often negligible when data is abundant since
sampling uncertainty decreases with the number of observations. Confounding, and the
bias it produces, is therefore an even more acute problem in large samples. However, it
has been an insurmountable computational problem to derive well-performing matchings
even in samples of rather modest sizes. The presented algorithm provides an attractive
alternative in these settings. To our knowledge, it is the first matching algorithm that
can be used in samples with millions of observations without simplifications. Our simulations are illustrative of this: we are able to derive a matching in a sample of one
millions units within 5 seconds on average.
While we believe our algorithm will be an important arrow in the quiver of matching
method, we stress that it is intended to complement existing matching methods. There
are settings where we would discourage its use. Unlike existing algorithms based on
network flows (see, e.g., Hansen and Klopfer, 2006), the one presented in this paper not
necessarily derive the optimal matching. Best practice is, therefore, still to use existing
optimal algorithms in settings where they can be applied. That is, whenever the design
conform to the classic two-treatment setup and the sample is not too large. Furthermore, several refinements to the standard full matching algorithm have been developed
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since its conception. Hansen (2004) shows, for example, how to impose bounds on the
ratio between treated and control units within the matched groups. As this implicitly limits the weight variation of the matching, the refinement can reduce estimator
variance. While a similar effect could be achieved by adjusting the constraints in a generalized full matching, it is a blunt solution and does not admit the same level of control
as in Hansen’s formulation. Furthermore, network flow algorithms can be adapted to
construct matching with fine balance (Rosenbaum et al., 2007)—treatment groups with
identical marginal distributions on a set of covariates in settings where exact matches are
not possible. The current implementation of our algorithm cannot accommodate such
global objectives.8 In even smaller samples, where computational performance is less
of a concern, it is sometimes feasible to use algorithms with an exponential time complexity. In such cases, Zubizarreta (2012) provides a general framework which admits
great flexibility in both the constraints and objective of the matching. When feasible,
this approach gives the investigator the greatest control of the matching problem which,
when used with care, will allow for superior match quality.
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Appendices
A. Graph theoretical definitions and notation
B. Table of runtime and memory use
Table 4: Runtime and memory use by sample size for Full Matching (FM)
and Generalized Full Matching (GFM).

CPU (Minutes)

Memory (GB)

FM

GFM

FM

GFM

100

0.013

0.002

0.050

0.028

1K

0.026

0.002

0.094

0.028

10K

0.727

0.002

2.932

0.029

20K

3.073

0.002

11.685

0.029

40K

13.544

0.003

46.588

0.032

100K

0.007

0.039

1M

0.075

0.168

10M

1.023

1.671

100M

14.113

16.543

Notes: Each row presents the runtime and memory of the two
matching algorithms for different sample sizes. “K” denotes
thousands of units and “M” denotes millions of units. Columns
indicate measure (runtime in minutes or memory use in gigabytes) and matching method. Blank cells indicate that the corresponding matching method did not terminate successfully for
the corresponding sample size (typically because of lack of memory). Each measure is based on 100 simulation rounds.
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